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• THE TOP

A top is necessary to cover the upper book
section—as the sections for holding books are
open at the top, the shelf of one section covering
the top of the next lower one (see Fig. A). We
furnish several different styles of tops, as illus-

trated thru-out catalog; all are interchangeable.

• THE BOOKSECTION

The booksection is composed of two ends, a
back and a shelf; with or without door (see Fig.

B). The ends of booksections are hinged to the
shelf by means of special irons to allow the
section to be folded flat for shipment. This con-
struction permits the sections to be quickly
opened for use without the aid of any tools
whatever.

• THE BASE

A base should be used in order to raise the case
from the floor (see Fig. C). This makes it easy
to refer to books in the lower book section, and
also gives the case a solid foundation. These
bases are furnished in several different styles as
illustrated on different pages of catalog.

• A COMPLETE BOOKCASE

A complete Sectional Bookcase consists of one
or more book sections, together with top and
base (see Fig. D). It is not necessary to wait
until you have enough books to fill several sec-
tions before you start a case, nor is it necessary
to order more sections than you can fill—just

order the number of sections needed for the
books you have, and add more sections as you
acquire more books.

\
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• DISAPPEARING GLASS DOORS

Lundstrom Sectional Bookcases are equipped
with overlapping pivoted glass doors, which,
upon being raised to a horizontal position, may
be pushed back into the section over the books
entirely out of the way (see Fig. F). Each door
may be removed without disturbing the books
or disconnecting the adjoining sections; a fea-
ture of great convenience when cleaning. The
ends of the doors are provided with felt cushions
which insure a dust-proof case and prevent the
doors from binding by eliminating the friction.

On the inside of the booksection ends are
secured wire runways with roller bearings upon
which the doors are hung and which allow the
doors to slide back with perfect ease.



THE AdacudaCfeA OF THE

SECTIONAL BOOKCASE

• BY COMPARISON

Ordinary bookshelves, which serve simply as a place to set your
books, exposing them to the ravaging dust and yellowing air, are
not comparable to the modern sectional bookcases of today. These
modern cases, with their unit dust-proof sections with glass paneled
doors through which the brightly colored books seem to speak out

with a cheerful greeting of thanks for their protection, are as prac-

tical as they are **good looking." The solid bookcase has numerous
disadvantages. Its size is always too large or too small. It is bulky,

cumbersome, unwieldly and difficult to handle. Once placed, there

it must remain stationary as the wall against which it stands.

• THE IDEAL BOOKCASE

A library continually grows and a practical bookcase must grow
with it. There is no need for empty shelves in your Lundstrom
Sectional Bookcase. You start with just enough sections to accom-
modate your present requirements and add more sections as you
acquire more books. For this reason it may justly be said of a
Lundstrom Sectional Bookcase, that 'Tt Grows With Your Library."

• ITS ECONOMY AND FLEXIBILITY

When one section is filled, you add another, and in this way the

expense is scarcely felt. One Lundstrom section costs about the

same as one good book. Surely, if good books are worth acquiring,

they are worthy of a good home and good care.

• ITS ADAPTABILITY AND ARTISTIC MERIT

Sectional Bookcases are easily adaptable to almose any room set-

ting. They may be used in a cozy-corner arrangement, under a
window or in numerous other arrangements in order to impart the

desired effect and will add greatly to the attractiveness of the room
in which they are used.

OUR DUTY TO OUR BOOKS

"All that mankind has done, thought, gained or been, it is

lying as in magic preservation in the pages of books. They
are the chosen possession of men."—Carlyle.

These words of Carlyle suggest our duty to our books and
the great value of a library in the home. Any book that is

worth having is surely worth treasuring—worth preserving.
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ADVANTAGES OF ORDERING DIRECT

By ordering DIRECT FROM FACTORY you have a better chance to inspect oui
bookcases than if they were exhibited in a retail store. You decide as to theii

merits in the privacy of your own home, without agents or salesmen to influ-

ence you. You are always assured of receiving new and not shopworn stock.
You save at least 40%, which would have to be added to the factory prices, if

you purchase your cases through dealers

In selecting a Lundstrom Sectional Bookcase you not only eliminate the middle-
man's profit but you also have the satisfaction of being assured of obtaining
additional sections in the future. We have retained on file a complete record
of every order shipped by us during the past 50 years and we assume respon-
sibility for the matching of additional sections at any time in the future. We
frequently furnish additional sections to match bookcases which we shipped
20 or 30 years ago. You will readily appreciate the difficulties such customers
would have encountered had they selected any other make of Sectional Book-
case, especially if purchased through a third party. This is a very important
factor to consider when selecting a Sectional Bookcase to which you will
undoubtedly wish to add to in the years to come, as your books accumulate.
You are actually assured of a permanent source of supply for additional
sections in the future when you select a Lundstrom Sectional Bookcase — the
bookcase that you can depend on to "Grow With Your Library."

TO OUR OLD CUSTOMERS: Should you be unable to select from this catalog
sections to match your previous orders, we suggest you write us for an accurate
quotation on your present requirements, without obligation to you.

HOW TO ORDER . . . IT'S EASY

Arrange your books and determine by measurements in lineal inches the total

length of shelf space required to hold them. Divide this length by 32, which
\s the inside length of our full length book sections, (or by 23% when con-
sidering our 251/2 inch length book section) and you will have the number of

book sections needed.

The size of the different book sections, as given in this catalog, denotes the
maximum size of book that the particular section will conveniently accommo-
date. Thus a 9 inch book section (5-09) will easily accommodate books up to
9 inches high, which is the size of the majority of books found in an ordinary
home library.

Our 11 inch book section (5-11) is suitable for all octavo works, and is a size
particularly adapted for law offices as it will accommodate all reports, Ameri-
can Digest, American and English Encyclopedia of Law, etc. Thus the size
requirements of the different book sections are determined.

The number of tops and bases will be governed by the arrangement desired.
Four sections with top and base make a convenient height for the home. Any
number oi stacks may be used in making up your library.



SECTIONAL BOOKCASES

FACTORY TO USER

BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE

IMPORTANT: In purchasing a Sectional Bookcase it should be remembered
that you are investing in an article that will last a lifetime. The bookcase that
would answer your requirements today might not harmonize with the better
grade of furniture you will doubtless possess in the years to come. It is there-
fore advisable to limit your purchase to a few sections of the better grades and
increase your library as your circumstances permit. We strongly recommend
to our new customers, to start their growing libraries in the Genuine Grade

—

if at all possible.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL

All goods (with the exception of special goods made or finished to order) are
shipped subject to the approval of the purchaser, and are to be returned by
him within thirty days from receipt of goods if they are not acceptable. In the
event that the goods are returned to us as unsatisfactory, we guarantee to
refund promptly remittance in full upon request; we to pay freight charges
both ways. We also agree to assume all responsibility in case of damage or
loss in transit.

Our listed prices on Sectional Bookcases are Net, F. O. B. Little Falls, N. Y.
Payment of orders may be made in advance, or upon delivery of the goods.

When payment on delivery is desired, a deposit of ten per cent should accom-
pany the order. A collection fee of about 25 cents on freight and about 35
cents on express is charged by the transportation company on all C. O. D.
shipments. All orders for special goods (made or finished to order) must be
accompanied by remittance in full.

CREDIT TERMS: To public institutions, we will ship on open account, Net thirty

days from date of invoice.

COMPARATIVE PRICES

When you buy Direct from Factory—at Factory Prices you are in reality buying
at wholesale, for you are eliminating the middle-man's profit from the purchase
price. This modern method of selling plus the fact that we have been specializ-
ing in the manufacture of sectional bookcases on a mass production basis for

over fifty years, results in a very substantial saving which we pass on to our
customers in the form of lower prices.

You will find, by comparing our prices with those asked by the retail stores for

cases of similar quality, that you are able to save as much as 40% on your
bookcase cost by purchasing Lundstrom Sectional Bookcases.



In presenting the "MODERN AMERICAN" Design we have endeavored to combine all the desir-
able characteristics found in this modern type of furniture, with the money-saving values found
only in Lundstrom Sectional Bookcases. We offer it as one of our outstanding values in the
better bookcase field.

A bookcase composed of two book sections for the

smaller size books and one section for the larger

size books, together with top and base, makes an

ideal combination with which to start your home
library.

&*dif, $39.3.0
FOR THIS COMPLETE
3-SECTION BOOKCASE

MODERN AMERICAN DESIGN
42 in. high., 34 in. long
8 ft. bookspace

1 No. 5-T5 Am. Rnd. Top . .

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections
1 No. 5-11 Book Section . .

1 No. 5-B5 Box Base . . .

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen. Mah.
Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.

. I 4.75 % 5.25 $ 5.75
. 19.80 21.40 22.50
. 990 10.70 11.25

4,75 5.25 5.75

Total S39.20 S42.60 $45.25

Shipping weight 70 lbs.
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One of the many advantages of the Sectional
Bookcase is its flexibility. By the use of some
of the special purpose sections such as the
desk section, many very attractive and useful
combinations may be made. The combination
shown above is built around a full length
three section stack, made up of two book sec-
tions with doors (either glass or the smart
flush wood doors as shown) and a desk sec-
tion, together with a top and base. The stack
at either side of the desk combination, as
illustrated, consists of a three section stack in

the 251/2 inch length.

OiiLf $48.55
FOR THIS COMPLETE
DESK COMBINATION

MODERN AMER. DESIGN Plain Oak Maple
Desk Combination Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen.Mah.
42 in. high—34 in. long Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.
1 No. 5-T5 Am. Rnd.Top . . $ 4.75 $ 5.25 % 5.75
1 No. 5-DS Desk Section . . 19.25 20.90 20.90
2 No. 5-09 Book Sections . 19.80 21.40 22.50
1 No. 5-B5 Amer. Box Base 4.75 5.25 5.75

Total, with glass doors . . . $48.55 $52.80 $54.90

For flush doors add $3.85 each.

Shipping weight 85 lbs.



AN ATTRACTIVE

SERVICEABLE • CONVENIENT • INVITING

One of the many attractive arrangements afforded by Lundstrom Sectional Bookcases,
which you will note are furnished in two regular outside lengths, so that almost any avail-
able wall-space may be utilized. Top Board for corner provides an inexpensive and
effective way of joining the bookcases at the corner, where it forms a continuous extension
of the attractively finished tops of the bookcases.

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen. Mah.
Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.

(A) 1 No. 5-T5 Top Section $ 4.75 $ 5.25 $ 5.75

1 No. 5-B5 Base Section 4.75 5.25 5.75

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections 19.80 21.40 22.50
1 No. 5-DS Desk Section 19.25 20.90 20.90
1 Flush Wood Door for No. 5-09 .... 3.85 3.85 3.85

(34 in. Length)
$52.40 $56.65 $5a.75

(B) 1 No. 5-T5 Top Section % 4.75 $ 5.25 $ 5.75

1 No. 5-B5 Base Section 4.75 5.25 5.75

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections 19.80 21.40 22.50
1 No. 5-11 Book Section 9.90 10.70 11.25

(34 in. Length) ^—
$39.20 $42.60 $45.25

(C) Same as Combination "B" except
length 251/2 in. outside $39.20 $42.60 $45.25

(D) Same as Combination '*B", 34 in. length
1 No. 5-CB Top Board for Corner,

11 in. X 11 in $ 2.50 $ 3.00 $ 3.00

(E) "Library Companion." Model "E." Height 23 in. Table top
171/2 in. X 11 in. Length 24 in. Furnished only in genuine
Walnut or Mahogany $26.75

Any of the different designs of bookcases shown in our catalogue, with the exception of the
Colonial Design, can be used in a corner arrangement as shown above.
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WITH ONE DRAWER SECTION

The one drawer section as shown in the illustra-

tion placed between the sections makes an ideal

storage space for papeis, magazines and many
other articles. As many of these drawer sections

as you prefer can be used in the same stack, and
can be placed between any of the book sections.

When all one drawer sections are used they will

provide a chest of drawers. Furnished in the 25V2

or 34 inch length at the same price.

Modern American Design
473/4 in. high, 34 in. long,
8 ft. bookspace

1 No. 5-T5 Round Top
2 No. 5-09 Book Sections
1 No. 5-OD One Drawer Sec,
1 No. 5-11 Book Section ,

1 No. 5-B5 Box Base Sec.

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen.Mah.
Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.

$ 4.75
19.80
9.90
9.90
4.75

$ 5.25
21.40
10.70
10.70
5.25

$ 5.75
22.50
11.25
11.25
5.75

Total $49.10

Shipping weight 80 lbs.

{See page 21 for different finishes.)

$53.30 $5F.50

T^^e Mode^ut Ame/UciCun %e44Kf4i.

WITH DRAWER BASE

The illustration at the left shows the one drawer
section as a drawer base, and when used this

way requires no other base. It can be used with

any of the styles shown in our catalogue. Two
one drawer sections when used in the same stack

are the same outside height as a 5-09 book sec-

tion (IIV2 inches).

Outside Dimensions ot
One Drawer Section

53/4 in. High
11 in. Deep
34 in. Long

Modern American Design
433/4 in. high, 34 in. long,
8 ft. bookspace

1 No. 5-T5 Round Top . .

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections .

1 No. 5-11 Book Section . .

1 No. 5-OD One Drawer Sec.

Inside Dimensions of
Drawer

31/4 in. High
91/2 in. Deep

31 in. Long

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen.Mah.
Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.

$ 4.75
19.80
9.90
9.90

$ 5.25
21.40
10.70
10.70

$ 5.75
22.50
11.25
11.25

Total

Shipping weight 75 lbs.

$44.35 $48.05 $50.75
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The New Sheraton Design Bookcases possess all the

better features that our fifty years of sectional

bookcase designing have taught us. In this design

the top board is flush—thereby eliminating corners

that would collect dust. The dignified carved mould-

ing on the top and the gracefully tapered legs

make a most pleasing combination. This design is

well suited for the growing home library, for it

possesses all the qualities essential for systematic

expansion, and at the same time retains those

pleasing individual characteristics that impart a

distinctive charm to a room.

6*tLf, $43. 70
FOR THIS COMPLETE
3-SECTION BOOKCASE

SHERATON DESIGN— Plain Oak Maple
49 in. high, 34 in. long, Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen.Mah.
8 ft. bookspace Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.

1 No. 5-T4 Sheraton Top $ 7.00 $ 7.25 % 8.25

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections 19.80 21.40 22.50
1 No. 5-11 Book Section 9.90 10.70 11.25

1 No. 5-B4 Sheraton Leg Base .... 7.00 7.25 8.25

Total . $43.70 $46.60 $50.25

Shipping weight 70 lbs.



^ifn?^ Oniif. $86.75
FOR THIS COMPLETE
COMBINATION IN

GENUINE WALNUT
OR MAHOGANY

^Ue Mem

1^'" '.. ;^
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A most pleasing arrangement of a single stack of the
New "Americana" Design Bookcase may be obtained
by the simple addition of two of the new Quarter
Round End Units. This simple addition gives a "fin-

ished effect" to the bookcase units and imparts a
graceful and strictly modern air to your room.

"Americana" End Units
(Left or right hand stack)
42 in. high—Quarter Round Sections

Genuine
Mahogany
or Walnut

1 No. 5QT3 Quarter Round Top $ 3.25
2 No. 5Q10 Quarter Round Sections . . . 9.00
1 No. 5Q12 Quarter Round Section .... 4.50
1 No. 5QB5 Quarter Round Base 4.00

Total Single Quarter-Round End Stack .

Total for two end stacks, as illustrated

$20.75

$41.50

"Americana" Design Bookcase Genuine
(Center stack) Mahogany
42 in. high, 34 in. long—8 ft. bookspace or Walnut

1 No. 5-T3 American Square Top % 5.75

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections with glass door . . 22.50
1 No. 5-11 Book Section with glass door . . 11.25

1 No. 5-B5 American Box Base 5.75

Total as illustrated (34 inch length) .... $45.25
Total for group as illustrated $86.75

The "Americana" Bookcase oniy, can also be furnished
in imitation walnut or mahogany at $39.20.

For prices of individual sections see price list on pg. 22.



The New "Americana" is one of the latest contributions to the Lundstrom Sectional Bookcase hne. It introduces
a new quarter-round End Unit, a unit that will gracefully "fiinish-off" your complete bookcase group in a truly
modern fashion. Then there is the new curved Corner Unit which tends to "tie-in" two separate wall groups
into a single unit, all in the modern manner. Both of these new units are made up of separate sections of

the same outside heights as our regular
book sections, so that they may be ar-
ranged to fit any standard bookcase com-
bination that you may choose in this

design. Any number of stacks or any
combination of sections of the same total

height may be used in the group.

(A) Total as illustrated ..... $20.75
(B) Total as illustrated $45.25

(C) Total as illustrated ..... $27.50
(D) Same as Combination (B)
(E) Same as Combination (A)

"Americana" Modern Design Genuine
New End Units Mahogany
42 in. high, 11 in. long. or Walnut

1 No. 5QT3 Quarter Rd. Top .... $ 3.25

2 No. 5QS10 Quarter Round 9.00

1 No. 5QS12 Quarter Round .... 4.50
1 No. 5QB5 Quarter Rd. Base . . . 4.00

Total as illustrated "A" . . . . $20.75

"Americana" Modern Design Genuine
New Curved-front Corner Mahogany
Units—23 in. square. or Walnut

1 No. 5CCT3 Crvd-frt. Cor. Top . . $ 5.75

2 No. 5CCS10 Crvd-frt. Cor. Sec. . . 11.00
1 No. 5CCS12 Crvd-frt. Cor. Sec. . . 5.50

1 No, 5CCB5 Crvd-frt. Cor. Base . 5.25

Total as illustrated "C" . . . . $27.50

Straight front corner cabinet with glass
doors $1.50 per section extra.

10



with the "Straight-front" Corner Unit

• The "Straight-front"

Comer Unit

The "Straight - front" Corner
Unit as illustrated at the left,

may be had with or without
doors. It forms an attractive
corner group and at the same
time affords additional space
for books instead of the usual
ornamental open shelves. The
doors in these units are of the
same type as used in our
regular bookcase line.

• The Desk Combination

The Desk Combination illus-

trated is made up of a maga-
zine section and a 9-inch book
section. This brings the writ-

ing bed of the desk at a con-
venient height (30 inches). A
regular 11-inch book section
may be used in place of the
magazine section.

II
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The Early American Design is ideally suited when it is desired

to utilize the wall space underneath windows as shown above.
Their smooth, shelf-like top makes an ideal place for the many
novelties that are so popular in decorative use today, or provide

attractive window seats.

Onlif. $39-20
Early Amer. Design
42 in. high, 34 in. long
8 ft. bookspace
1 No. 5-T3 Am. Sq. Top .

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections
1 No. 5-11 Book Section
1 No. 5-B3 Am. Leg Base

Plain Oak
Imt. Mah.
Imt. Wal.
. $ 4.75
. 19.80
. 9.90
. 4.75

Maple
Qtd. Gen. Mah.
Oak Gen. Wal.

$ 5.25 $ 5.75
21.40
10.70
5.25

22.50
11.25
5.75

Total $39.20 $42.60 $45.25

Shipping weight 70 lbs.

(See page 21 for different finishes.)

i:
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Our Colonial Design Sectional Bookcases are particularly well adapted for use in the exclusive

home library as they will harmonize with the most costly surroundings, and lend a tone of

refinement to any home. In this design we have tried to combine true colonial characteristics

with the practical utility of the sectional bookcase. The top has roll or swell front moulding,
while the base is mounted on scroll feet, and is furnished with or without drawer, as may be
desired.

The three section Colonial Bookcase as shown,

makes a very attractive and well proportioned

unit for the colonial library. Its gracefully curved

outline lends an air of charm to any room.

&ttUf, $Jf5A5
FOR THIS COMPLETE
3-SECTION BOOKCASE

COLONIAL DESIGN—
48y2 in. high. 34 in. long,
8 It. bookspace

1 No. 5-T2 Colonial Roll Top
2 No. 5-09 Book Sections . .

1 No. 5-11 Book Section . . .

1 No. 5-B21 Col. Leg Dr. Base

Total .

Shipping weight 85 lbs.

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen.Mah.
Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wol.

$ 6.50
19.80
9.90
9.25

$ 7.00
21.40
10.70
9.75

$ 7.75
22.50
11.25
10.50

$45.45 $48.85 $52.00
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Our Universal Design — with its straight line

characteristics — lends itself admirably to almost
any general room setting. It has long been the

standard by which all other designs are judged
... for it combines a pleasing enduring design
with all the latest practical improvements in sec-

tional bookcase construction. Its simplicity and
sturdiness make the Universal Design equally
well adapted for home or office use. These coses
are carefully made and beautifully finished and
possess all essential qualities of good furniture.

0*d^ $J^0.20

FOR THIS COMPLETE
3-SECTION BOOKCASE

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
461/2 in. high
34 in. long

1 No. 5-Tl Univ. Sq. Top .

2 No. 5-09 Book Sections .

I No. 5-11 Book Section . .

I No. 5-Bl Univ. Leg Base

Plain Oak
Imt. Mah.
Imt. Wal.

. . $ 5.25

. . 19.80

. . 9.90

. . 5.25

Maple
Qtd.
Oak

% 5.75
21.40
10.70
5.75

Gen. Mah.
Gen. Wal.

$ 6.75
22.50
11.25
6.75

Total 3-Section . . $40.20 $43.60 $47 25

Shipping weight 70 lbs.
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The Sectional Bookcase is, without question, the

most economical and practical bookcase obtainable

for the modern law library. With them you pur-

chase only enough bookspace to care for your

present needs, adding more sections as you accum-
ulate more law books. Then too, changes may be
made at any time and stacks rearranged, without

removing the books from the sections. The sections

may be transported from one room to another, or

from one office to another without removing the

books, which is a great convenience in law offices.

O^lif $50.10
FOR THIS COMPLETE
4-SECTION BOOKCASE

UNIVERSAL DESIGN
64 in. high
34 in. long

1 No. 5-Tl Univ. Square Top .

4 No. 5-11 Book Sections . .

1 No. 5-Bl Universal Leg Base

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen. Mah
Irat. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.

$ 5.25
39.60
5.25

% 5.75 $ 6.75
42.80 45.00
5.75 6.75

Total, 4-Sections $50.10 $54.30

1 Sectional Spacers (2nd Section)—$2.55 extra.

Shipping weight 85 lbs.

$58.50



Sectlo4>t

UNIVERSAL
DESIGN

0*dif, $120.00

AS ILLUSTRATED

The Sectional Bookcase is, without question, the most economical and
practical bookcase obtainable for the modern law library. With them

you purchase only enough bookspace to care for your present needs,

adding more sections as you accumulate more law books. Then, too,

changes may be made at any time and stacks rearranged, without

removing the books from the sections. The sections may be transported

from one room to another, or from one office to another without removing

the books, which is a great convenience in law offices

UNIVERSAL DESIGN—
771/2 in. high, 34 in. long
26 ft. 8 in. bookspace

2 No. 5-Tl Square Tops . . . ,

10 No. 5-11 Book Sections . . ,

2 No. 5-Bl Square Leg Bases . ,

Total price as illustrated . . .

(See page 21 for different finishes)

Shipping weight 240 lbs.

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd. Gen. Mah.
Imt. Wal. Oak Gen. Wal.

. $ 10.50 % 11.50 $ 13.50

99.00 107.00 112.50

. 10.50 11.50 13.50

$120.00 $130.00 $139.50



Secii04t

Open
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BooJzcGyie

UNIVERSAL
DESIGN

OfUt^ $ii6.40

AS ILLUSTRATED

The open book sections lend themselves most admirably to the open

shelving often found in law offices where it is desired to refer to books

without having to open and close doors. It is far more economical to

install a number of these units than to have shelves built in, and in so

doing you possess an outfit that can be readily re-arranged as the needs

arise, according to the number of cases needed in a room. As more

books are purchased from time to time, new sections to hold them may

be added either in the same stacks with original cases, or in new stacks.

UNIVERSAL DESIGN (no doors)
79 in. high, 68 in. long
32 ft. of bookspace

2 No. 5-Tl Square Tops . . . .

12 No. 5-iG Open Book Sections .

2 No. 5-Bl Square Leg Bases .

Total price as illustrated . . .

(See page 21 for different finishes)

Shipping weight 185 lbs.

Plain Oak
Imi. Mah.
Irat. Wal.

. % 10.50

95.40

. 10.50

Maple
Qtd. Gen. Mah.
Oak Gen. Wal.

$ 11.50 $ 13.50

10560 112.20

11.50 13.50

$116.40 S128.60 $139.20

17



The "Americana" Design with its plain straight

Unes is one of our more popular designs and
is sometimes referred to as our "Built-in-type."

When two or more of these bookcases are
used side by side they will fit squarely
together (especially where top sections join)

so that they have the appearance of a single

built in unit. They are particularly adapted
for a corner arrangement such as is shown
on page 6.

0*dif $39.20
FOR THIS COMPLETE
3-SECTION BOOKCASE

AMERICANA DESIGN-
42 in. hioh, 34 in. long.
8 ft. booKspace

1 No. 5-T3 Square Top
2 No. 5-09 Book Sections
1 No. 5-11 Book Section .

1 No. 5-B5 Box Base Sec.

Plain Oak
Imt. Mah.
Imt. Wal.

$ 4.75
19.80
9.90
4.75

Maple
Qtd.
Oak

% 5.25
21.40
10,70
5.25

Gen. Mah.
Gen. Wal.

$ 5.75
22.50
11.25
5.75

Total $39.20 $42.60 $45.25
Shipping weight 70 lbs.

(See page 21 for different finishes.)

Where protection of books from dust is not essential, our "Open" Type (nodoor) bookcase is
very desirable. It provides a convenient, inexpensive case which appears very attractive when

filled with books of various colored bindings.
Books are literally at fingertips.

The Open (no door) Sectional Bookcases lend
themselves very effectively to the "Ameri-
cana" Modern group arrangements. As the
open sections are made in corresponding out-
side heights to those with doors, they may be
used in adjoining stacks, or even in the same
stack. They may be very effectively used in
numerous decorative schemes and are often
used where a "Built-in" Bookcase effect is

desired.

Oniif $33,35
FOR THIS COMPLETE
3-SECTION BOOKCASE

"Built-in" Type Open
Bookcase
42 in. high, 34 in. long.
8 ft. bookspace Imt. Wal
1 No. 5-T3 Amer. Sq. Top . $ 4.75
2 No. 5-10 Book Sections . 15.90
1 No. 5-12 Book Section . . 7.95
1 No. 5-B5 Amer. Box Base 4.75

Plain Oak Maple
Imt. Mah. Qtd.

Oak
$ 5.25
17.60
8.80
5.25

Gen. Mah.
Gen. Wal.

$ 5.75
18.70
9.35
5.75

Total $33.35

Shipping weight 60 lbs.

$36.90 $39.55
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SECTIONAL "EXTRA-DEEP'

The combination shown at the left is particularly
adapted for home use when space is required
for phonograph record albums or extra large
books. By adding adjustable supplemental
shelves ($1.00 each) to the Utility Section it pro-

vides suitable space for sheet music. Where sec-

tions are required for storage of an unsightly
arrangement of articles Flush Wood Doors in

place of glass doors can be furnished for an
additional charge of $3.85.

MODERN AMERICAN DESIGN
Outside length 34 in., 423/4 in. high

Am. Rd. Top
Book Sections for 9" books @ $11.25
Reducing Ledge
X-Deep Door Unit
Am. Box Base

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS
OF EXTRA DEEP UNITS

(When all sections selected are of I6V2"
reducing ledge is unnecessary)

1 No. 5-T5
2 No. 5-09
1 No, 7-RL
1 No. 7-U
1 No. 7-B5

Total, as illustrated, f. o. b. factory

Gen, Wal.
or

Gen. Mah.

$ 5.75
22.50
4.95
13.25
7.25

$53.70

depth

Stock Heights Depth Gen. Mah
s:os. Units Out. In. Out. In. or Wal.

?-T5 Round Top . . . IV2" — I6V2" --- $ 7.25

161/S" ... 7.25
161/C" 15 " 13.25
161A" 15 " 13.25
161^" ... 4.95
161^" 141/a" 34.50

/-B5 Box Base . . . . 4 " ...
Ml X-Deep Unit . . 131/2" 11"

15^ 13"M3 X-Deep Unit . .

/-RL Reducing Ledge
Unit with ledge?-XD16V2 27 " 25"

Our Sliding Door Unit which can be used with top
and base as a separate stack by itself or inter-

locked with our regular booksections as shown, is

furnished with one adjustable center shelf and will

accommodate one row of 10 in. record albums and
one row of 12 in. albums. It will render the same
services as the smaller Utility Section shown above
except that it is furnished only with all wood doors.
Based on storage capacity it is lower priced. These
sections are also adapted for store use where a
combination storage and display case is required.
Additional supplemental shelves $1.00 each.

COMBINATION BOOKCASE and
SLIDING DOOR UTILITY UNIT
1 No. 5-T3 Square Top
1 No. 7-B5 Box Base
2 No. 5-09 Book Sections @ $11.25
1 No. 7XD16y2 Unit with ledge . .

Gen. Wal.
Gen. Mah.

. $ 5.75

. 7.25

. 22.50

. 34.50

Total, as illustrated, f. o. b. factory , $70.00



fiMmjcUtronu "sectional spacers"
^^^^iH^^HI^HI^^HBH? (Space-Saver)

A COMBINATION BOOK ELEVATOR AND MAGAZINE COMPARTMENT

•Walnut Finish

Fits any Book Section

ONLY QC^
O0>^ EACH

Packed 2 in a Carton

Converts

A Book Section

into a

Combination Book

and
Magazine Section

W^W"'TfPff

Many varied arrange
Spacers may be used in a standard length
booksection, depending on the space re-
quired. A typical example of an average
installation is shown herewith.

INCREASES USABLE CAPACITY OF BOOK SHELVES

ALLOWS ONE OR MORE INDIVIDUAL
COMPARTMENTS ON EACH SHELF

SERVES AS A MAGAZINE RACK OR
COMPARTMENT FOR LARGE BOOKS

IMPROVES LOOKS OF SMALL BOOKS IN BOOKCASE

CONVENIENT — ATTRACTIVE — ECONOMICAL

Lundstrom "Sectional Spacers" enable you to get the

most out of your Bookcase. With their use you can get

numerous convenient combinations as illustrated

above. These "Sectional Spacers" are made in two
depths, the narrow depth (SYg") for book sections with

doors and the wide depth (IOV2") ^o\ open booksec-

tions. All are in one height (2%" over-all) and are 16"

in length. Book Sections illustrated above are 11
V4"

in size. Also furnished 231/2" long for use in the 251/2'

book sections, at the same price.
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McUe^Ual and ^UiUltU
• Genuine Mahogany

These cases have all exposed parts (not

the back and shelf) made of Genuine
Mahogany, carefully selected for grain
and figure. The finish is in harmony with
the quality of the wood, producing a piece
of furniture that will do justice to the most
costly surroundings. Mahogany darkens
with age, and gradually takes on that

rich, mellow color for which expensive
antique furniture is noted. All cases in

this grade are furnished with the semi-dull
"Hand Rubbed" satin surface but may be
had, on request, with the high luster,

polished surface.

• Genuine Walnut

These cases have all exposed parts (not

the back and shelf) made of Genuine
Black Walnut, nicely figured, and are of

the very highest grade. All cases in this

grade are regularly finished with a satin,

''Hand Rubbed" semi-dull surface, but
may be had with the high luster polished
surface when requested.

• Quartered Oak

These cases are made of carefully selected
quarter sawed White Oak with fine grain
and large flaky figures.

• Genuine Maple

Our Genuine Maple cases are furnished
with a high grade of hard Maple, finished
in a reddish brown shade. Samples of

this finish furnished on request.

• Imitation Mahogany

These cases are made of Birch, Gum, or

other suitable wood, stained to produce a
good imitation of the Genuine Mahogany,
and are furnished with a smooth semi-dull
surface.

• Imitation Walnut

These cases are made of Birch, Gum, or

other suitable wood, stained to produce a
good imitation of genuine Walnut, and are
furnished with a smooth semi-dull surface.

• Plain Oak

These cases are made of a good grade of

oak, carefully selected and matched. They
are a general favorite for office use.

All lumber used in our Bookcases is

thoroughly kiln-dried to prevent warping.

^UiUku
PLAIN OAK:

QUARTERED OAK:

IMITATION MAHOGANY:
GENUINE MAHOGANY:

IMITATION WALNUT:
GENUINE WALNUT:
GENUINE MAPLE:

No. 10-D, Golden (Dark Brown), Semi-dull
No. 20-D, Antique (Light Yellow), Semi-dull
No. 10-P, Golden (Dark Brov/n), Polished
No. 20-D, Antique (Light Yellow), Semi-dull
No. 50-D, Medium Dark Red, Semi-dull
No. 50-DR, Medium Dark Red, Semi-dull Hand Rubbed
No. 55-DR, Antique Brown, Semi-dull Hand Rubbed
No. 70-D, Medium Light Walnut, Semi-dull
No. 70-DR, Medium Light, Semi-dull Hand Rubbed
No. 30-D, Genuine Maple (Reddish Brown), Semi-dull

Special Finishes or Shades—10% Extra

Interior of Bookcase: The shelves and
backs are finished to harmonize with the
exterior of the case.

Colored Lacquer: Any of the designs listed

in the catalog may be had in Colored
Lacquer as a special finish made to order:

White, Ivory or Cream, at the same price
as listed for the Genuine Mahogany
Grade.

Unfinished: Any of the designs listed in

the catalog, may be had unfinished (in

Gum, same as used in the Imitation
Grade), sanded, ready for home painting,
at 10% less than the prices listed for

Finished cases in this Grade.

Special designs or finishes made to order.

Write for prices and terms.



TOPS PRICE
Old
Stock
No.

New
Stock
No,

NAME AND DESCRIPTION
Plain Oak
Imit. Mah.
Imit. Wal.

Maple or

Quartered
Oak

Genuine
Mahogany
or Walnut

Outside
Height

^ ^-Tl
UNIVERSAL SQUARE TOP

Recessed Top-board
$5.25

B^ 5T2
COLONIAL ROLL TOP

Recessed Top-board
6.50

^ (IKir >-Tj
AMERICAN SQUARE TOP

Flush Top-board
4.75

^ ^'14
SHERATON TOP

Flush Top-board
7.00

1:^A ^•w
AMERICAN ROUND TOP

Flush Top-board
4.75

I

$5.75

7.00

5.25

7.25

5.25

$6.75

7.75

5.75

8.25

5.75

2V2

1V2

2V2

IV2

PRICES AS LISTED ABOVE COVER BOTH OUR REGULAR 34 INCH LENGTH TOPS AND TOPS IN THE
251/2 INCH LENGTH.

BOOK SECTIONS
All Book Sections are
11 inches deep outside

Old
Stock
No.

New
Stock
No.

NAME AND DESCRIPTION
Figures indicate heights of books

accommodated

Plain Oak
Imit. Mah.
Imit. Wal.

Maple or
Quartered

Oak

Genuine
Mahogany
or Walnut

Outsidf
Height

DoorSect(on 5-Dr8 8 BOOK SECTION $9.90 $10.70 $11.25 IOV2

9jfm 5-09 9 BOOK SECTION
(For 9 inch books) 9.90 10.70 11.25^ \ IIV2

)

1

IJWWI 5-11 11 BOOK SECTION
(For 11 inch books) 9.90 10.70 11.25 131/2

I'm 5-13 13 BOOK SECTION
(For 13 inch books) 9.90 10.70 11.25 151/2

\s. ''

9iin.Deep (inside)

Open Sechon ^ 5-08
8I/2 OPEN BOOK SECTION

(No Door) $7.95 $8.80 $9.35 91/2

"^^^^ t

l" l(^ 5-10 IOV2 OPEN BOOK SECTION
(No Door) 7.95 8.80 9.35 IIV2

\^ 5-12 121/2 OPEN BOOK SECTION
(No Door) 7.95 8.80 9.35 131/2^^ ^

lOiin

— 1

.Deep(insioe) ]^ 5-14 141/2 OPEN BOOK SECTION
(No Door)

7.95 8.80 9.35 151/2

Size of Book Sections as given above denotes the height of book that each section will accommodate.

PRICES AS LISTED ABOVE COVER BOTH OUR REGULAR 34 INCH LENGTH BOOK SECTIONS AND
BOOK SECTIONS IN THE 251/2 INCH LENGTH.

LOCKS FURNISHED FOR BOOKSECTIONS - $1.50 each.
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LIST BASES
Old
Stock
No.

New-
Stock
No.

NAME AND DESCRIPTION
Plain Oak
Irait. Mah.
Imit. Wal.

Maple or
Quartered

Oak

Genuine
Mahogany
or Walnut

Height

1

L>m) ^•BJ
UNIVERSAL LEG BASE

Plain Square Legs
$5,25 $5.75 $6.75

^ V

^
x"^ ! m

N —

CpHi) ^B^l
COLONIAL LEG
DRAWER BASE
Roll Drawer Front

Curved Legs

9.25 9.75 10.50

^ —J—

^

a "
)

9

^
Cj^ ?'Bze

COLONIAL LOW LEG
BASE

Curved Legs

6.50 7.00 7.50
'>>^—

K

^ 5

\

1

B^d -?-B23
COLONIAL BOX BASE

Curved Front Moulding

6.50 7.00 7.50

^K B

E^KJ >-05
AMERICAN LEG BASE

Cut-out Front and Ends

4.75 5.25 5.75

^
\ 4

u
_^

H

^ ^•24
SHERATON (LEG) BASE

Tapered Legs
7.00 7.25 8.25

^s^ ^
\^

i 10

-?-£/
AMERICAN BOX BASE

Plain Box Base
4.75 5.25 5.75

s.—\ .

\ i

4

For Magazine Section, Desk Section, One Drawer Section, Top Corner Board & Special Doors—See Pg. 25

In New Stock Numbers above, (-) aiter the iirsi figure denotes the 34 inch length; (x) after the first figure
denotes the 25V2 inch lenaih.
PRICES AS LISTED ABOVE COVER BOTH OUR REGULAR 34 INCH LENGTH BASES AND BASES IN THE
251/2 INCH LENGTH.
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ENDORSED BY OVER 300.000 USERS THE WORLD OVER

SECTIONAL BOOKCASES

THE C. J. LUNDSTROM MANUFACTURING CO.

LITTLE FALLS, NEW YORK

Makers of Sectional Bookcases for the Better Homes
and Offices Since 1899


